
7Targets Brings More Property 
Deals with AI Sales Assistant

KEY BUSINESS 
CHALLENGE

The client offers complete property management solutions for 

landlords looking for tenants. Led by a group of professionals, the 

client is specialized in providing end to end real estate services. 

Their services include managing paperwork, dealing with tenants, 

rent collection, etc.      

Costly business scaling, 
Inconsistent follow-ups

7TARGETS SOLUTIONS

AI Assistant for Property 
Management

7TARGETS VIRTUAL 
PERSONA

● Sonia
AI SALES ASSISTANT FOR 
PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT SALES

● 2518+ conversation 
messages sent to over 
354 leads

● Achieved an 
engagement rate of up 
to 46.6% for sales

KEY PROBLEM AREAS:

● Managing leads with phone calls was difficult. 
Historical information of calls was getting lost

● The client was getting leads with Google AdWords 
campaigns. However, keeping control over the 
unanswered phone calls was critical.  

● With a database of 30 to 40K leads, the client was 
finding it hard to retarget groups of leads

● Getting in touch with international clients was 
difficult due to different time zones and accent.

● Budget did not allow hiring overseas sales workforce
● Business scaling was not cost-effective. 

“7Targets AI Sales Assistants helped us 
to connect with NRIs, followup 

effectively, prioritize our leads and 
scale our operations” 

Ratnesh, Lisa Homes, Punes Largest 
Property Management company



7TARGETS SOLUTIONS BRINGS MORE BUSINESS WITH INTELLIGENT 
CONVERSATION

           Better Lead management  
   

Earlier, the client was unable to offer 24*7 assistance to the prospects. However, with the 
7Targets Property Management AI sales assistant, the client was able to answer many 
repetitive queries at any time suiting different time zones. Moreover, the sales assistant 
replied professionally to all prospects and as a result, the sales team was able to close many 
business deals. It was a win-win situation. 

           Intelligent Lead Nurturing
   
The AI-enabled sales assistant Sonia quickly followed up with the leads with intelligent 
branding. She explained the unique reasons to choose the client’s brand to all high-value 
and normal value prospects with equal attention and enthusiasm. It was natural and kept 
the leads warm for the sales team.

           Retargeting Leads

7Targets sales assistant helped the client to retarget the leads of the old database. With a 
database of 30 to 40K leads, the client was finding it hard to retarget the same.

           Pipedrive CRM Integration
The AI-enabled sales assistant of 7Targets integrated with Pipedrive CRM of the client so the 
sales team need not learn one more new tool. The AI Assistant updated all activities in 
Pipedrive records with full transparency and clarity. Sales teams knew exactly where to pick 
up the conversation once the lead responded. The sales team was super happy to see 
warm leads sent their way!

           Timely Lead Follow-Up
As a property management service provider, sometimes the sales team of the client was 
unable to close leads for properties that were ‘under construction’ or ‘repair’. Many leads 
used to get dropped from the sales funnel because it was difficult to remember following up 
with the landlord. However, the sales assistant Sonia followed up all such leads without fail. 
She set an auto-reminder for herself. She ensured that not even a single prospect is not lost 
and is nurtured on time.



         Human-Like Intelligence 

Sales are all about getting the timing right. And nobody can do that without trying at 
different times. In Property Management Solutions, when a landlord showed no interest in 
responding, it meant that the property was already occupied by a tenant. Generally, tenant 
agreements range from 11 months to 3 years. The sales assistant set up herself to followup all 
landlords after 9 months so that she could be on time before the current tenant quits. This 
and more such cases are learned as best practices by the assistant making business 
outreach better than before. 

            Classify and Manage Leads
The property solutions sales assistant classified all leads into three categories - hot, warm, and 
cold. Earlier, the client faced many problems in classifying and managing the lead 
database. The AI-enabled sales assistant systematically classified the lead and helped to 
prioritize workload quickly. 

            Record all Responses

The sales assistant of 7Targets recorded all responses of the prospects with high-quality 
documentation. This helped the client to analyze some interesting insights on customer pain 
points. This data was lost when the nurturing was happening only on phone calls. 

            Real-Time Dashboard
The AI sales assistant featured a digital dashboard that displays real-time data. It showed the 
client important metrics like the total number of leads, sent messages, hot leads, warm leads, 
responded leads, new leads, processed leads, etc. This dashboard also showed ‘leads at 
risk’ to inform the sales team and send them reminders for the same. 



AI SALES ASSISTANT  “SONIA”

354 46.6% 2518+
Total Leads Engagement 

Rate
Total Messages 
Sent

“Sonia is an intelligent assistant, highly productive, works 24*7, and does not take 
any breaks. She gets positive responses to her high availability and consistent 
outreach. We are always worried about what new work to assign Sonia now :)”

MD, Property Management Company.

 SKILL INCLUDED SKILL INCLUDED SKILL INCLUDED

SKILL TO SUPPORT YOUR SALES EFFORTS FROM DAY 1:

ACTIVATE Old 
Contacts

Initiate communication 
with a prospect who 

has not been 
responding for a long 

time but showed some 
interest.

PRE-EVENT
Registrations

Build interest and drive 
leads to your presence in 
the conferences, trade 
shows, webinars, and 

demos booths.

POST-EVENT 
Engagement

Connect with the 
leads from an event to 

provide the details 
and get a qualified 

lead.



 SKILL INCLUDED SKILL INCLUDED

REVIVE Old 
Customers

Customers lost in last 
few months to a year 

can be nurtured to get 
a meeting and a 

demo

 SKILL INCLUDED

NURTURE Unresponsive
Contacts

Refresh and stay on top of 
the mind with prospects who 

showed interest recently. 
Such prospects get dropped 

possibly for the delay in 
budget or some other internal 

reasons despite having 
needs.

ACCELERATE Sales
Cycle

Sometimes leads get cold 
after meetings and demo, 

possibly after proposal 
submission too. Such leads 

can be followed up for 
further process to try and 

WIN.

ABOUT 7TARGETS
7Targets AI Sales Assistants pack tremendous nurturing capabilities into Sales. The 
Assistant focuses on top notch Lead Nurturing activities like cultivating early interest, 
activating unresponsive demand, pre and post event outreach and accelerating 
open opportunities. This helps to convert non-responding cold leads to warm and 
HOT. 

www.7Targets.ai 
Sanju.burkule@7targets.com 
+919923417213 

http://www.7targets.ai/

